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Abstract 
Curran, S.J., Hamilton paths in Cayley digraphs of metacyclic groups, Discrete Mathematics 115 
(1993) 133-139. 
We obtain a characterization of all Hamilton paths in the Cayley digraph of a metacyclic group 
G with generating set {x, y} where (yx-‘) a G. The abundance of these Hamilton paths allows us 
to show that Hamilton paths occur in groups of at least two. 
1. Introduction 
The study of Hamilton paths and circuits in Cayley digraphs has had a long 
history. Rankin’s [4] pioneering work yielded necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a Hamilton circuit in the Cayley digraph of a metacyclic 
group G with generating set {x, y} where ( yx-') Q G. A finite group G is meta- 
cyclic if it has a normal cyclic subgroup whose factor group is cyclic. Curran and 
Witte [l] gave a complete characterization of all Hamilton paths in the Cayley 
digraph of an abelian group G with a generating set which consists of two 
elements. This characterization gave a one to one correspondence between 
the standard Hamilton paths in these Cayley digraphs and the collection of 
visible lattice points in triangles in the plane. In their paper they show that the 
number of standard Hamilton paths in Cay@, y : G), where G is abelian, is asymp- 
totic to (3/x2)1 GI. See Witte and Gallian [S] for a further list of results on Hamilton 
paths in Cayley digraphs. 
In this paper we obtain a characterization of all Hamilton paths in the Cayley 
digraph of a metacyclic group G with generating set {x, y} where (yx- ’ ) 4 G. 
Thus we obtain a useful extension of both Rankin’s result and Curran and 
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Witte’s result. We also show that Hamilton paths occur in groups of at least two 
in these Cayley digraphs. This is a consequence of the abundance of Hamilton 
paths in these digraphs. 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1. The Cayley digraph of a group G with generating set S, denoted 
Cay(S: G), is the digraph whose vertex set is G and whose arc set consists of an arc 
from g to gs whenever geG and seS. We let Cay@, y : G) denote the Cayley digraph of 
G with generating set (x, y}. 
In this section we obtain a necessary condition on the structure that a Hamilton 
path in Cay(x, y : G) must have. This allows us to study Hamilton paths in 
Cay@, y : G) by studying a collection of spanning subdigraphs of Cay@, y : G). The 
results in this section were first proved by Housman in a preliminary version of [S]. 
These results were proved by Curran and Witte [l, Section 61 in the case when G is 
abelian. 
Definition 2.2. We call the subgroup ( yx- ’ ) the arcforcing subgroup. We call the left 
coset x- ’ (yx-' ) the special coset. All other left cosets of (yx- ’ ) are said to be 
regular. Let H be a spanning subdigraph of Cay(x, y : G). We say that a vertex u in 
Cay&, y : G) travels by x in H if the arc from u to vx is in H and the arc from u to vy is 
not. We say that a set of vertices V in G travels by x in H if every vertex UE V travels 
by x. 
Notation 2.3. We always assume the initial vertex of a Hamilton path in Cay(S : G) is 
the identity element of G. There is no loss in generality in assuming this because 
Cayley digraphs are vertex transitive. Given a path in Cay(S : G) we say that gEG 
travels SES if the arc from g to gs belongs to the path. We will list a path in Cay(S : G) 
by listing the arcs one travels by in succession. Thus (ai: 1~ i < n) is the path whose list 
of vertices is 1, aI, ala2, . . . , a,a, “.a,. 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a finite group with generating set (x, y}. Suppose P is a 
Hamilton path in Cay(x, y: G) with initial vertex 1. Then: 
(1) The terminal vertex of P occurs in the special coset and there is a unique integer 
O<d<ord(yx-‘) such that x-‘(~x-‘)~ is the terminal vertex of P. 
(2) The vertex x-‘(yx-‘)’ trau 1 es by y if O<i<d and travels by x zf 
d<icord(yx-‘). 
(3) A regular coset travels by x or trauels by y. 
Proof. Let u be a vertex in a coset of ( yx- ’ ) that does not contain the terminal vertex 
of P. Suppose v travels by y. Either u(yx-‘) travels by x or it travels by y. Now vy 
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follows v in P. Thus v(yx- ‘) cannot travel by x. Otherwise vy = v( yx- ‘)x follows both 
vandv(yx-‘)inP d an occurs twice in the Hamilton path. Hence v( yx- ‘) travels by y. 
An inductive argument on v(yx-I)’ shows that every vertex in the coset v(yx-‘) 
travels by y. If v is a vertex in a coset of ( yx- ’ ) that does not contain the terminal 
vertex of P and v travels by x, then a similar argument shows that every vertex of this 
coset travels by x. 
Both x- ’ and y- ’ are elements of the special coset. However, x- ’ must travel by 
yandy-’ must travel by x. Hence, not all elements of the special coset travel by the 
same generator. Thus the terminal vertex of P occurs in the special coset. Let 
x-‘(yx-‘)d be the t erminal vertex of P where 0 Q d < ord( yx- ’ ). Since x- ’ travels by 
y, x-‘(yx-‘) must travel by y. Otherwise xY’y=x-‘(yx-‘)x occurs twice in P. An 
inductive argument on i shows that x- 1 (yx-‘)’ travels by y for 0 <i< d. Let 
m=ord(yx-‘). Since y-‘=x-l (yx-‘)“-’ travels by x, y-‘(xy-‘)=x-‘(y~-~)“-* 
travels by x. Otherwise y-lx = y-'(xy-')y occurs twice in P. A backwards 
induction on i starting at ord(yx- ‘)- 1 shows that x- ’ (yx- l)i travels by x for 
d<i<ord(yx-‘). 
Now the terminal vertex does not occur in a regular coset. By the argument at the 
beginning of the proof, a regular coset must travel by x or travel by y. 0 
Notation 2.5. Let m=ord(yx-‘) and n=(G:(yx-‘)I. Let go, gl, . . . . gn_l be a list 
of left coset representatives of ( yx- ’ ). We will always choose g,,_ 1 =x- ‘. Let 
(e0, el, . . . , eneZ)E{O, l}n-l and let O<d<m. Let H(eO, e,, . . . , e,_2, d) be the follow- 
ing spanning subdigraph of Cay(x, y : G) such that every vertex, except x- ’ (yx- ‘)d, 
travels by one arc. The regular coset gi( yx- ’ ) travels by ( yx- l)ei~, for 0 d i 6 n - 2. 
The vertex x-‘(yx-‘)j in the special coset travels by y, for O<j<d, and travels by x, 
for d< j<m. 
Translating Theorem 2.4 into Notation 2.5 yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.6. A Hamilton path in Cay(x, y : G) with initial vertex 1 has the form 
H(eo, el, . . . , e, _ Z, d)for some choice ofeie { 0, l}for 0 < i 6 n - 2 and fir some 0 < d < m. 
3. Metacyclic groups where (yx- ’ ) 4 G 
We now consider Cayley digraphs Cay(x, y : G) in which ( yx- ’ ) 4 G. Then G is 
metacyclic because both (yx-‘) and G/( yx-‘) are cyclic. We will assume that 
( yx- ’ ) a G for the rest of the paper. 
Notation 3.1. Let z = yx-', m=ord(z), and n= IG: (z)l. Let F=(z). Then by [3, 
Section 31, there exist integers r and k such that 0 <r < m, 0 <k < m, x- ’ zx = z*, x”= zk, 
gcd(r, m) = 1, r”= 1 (mod m) and kr = k (mod m). We always choose left coset represent- 
atives to be gi=xi, for O<idn-2, and gnml=x-‘. 
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Because x=y(mod (z)), Hamilton paths in Cay(x, y : G) have a regular pattern. 
The following lemma is due to Housman in a preliminary version of [3]. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose P = (ai: 1 < i < mn) is a Hamilton path in Cay(x, y : G) associated 
with the subdigruph H(e,,, e, , . . . ,e,_z,d). Then P=(R, a,, R, u2,,, R, a3,,, . . . , R, 
a(,_ ljn, R) where R =(zeox, ze’x, . . . , zenmZx). 
Proof. Suppose i#O (mod n). Now aj=x= y(mod (z)) for all 1 <j<mn. Thus 
ha2 .~.Lz-~=x'-' (mod (z)). Hence u1a2...ai_1 belongs to the coset xi-‘(z). So 
ala2 ... ai_ 1 must travel by zeiml x in P if i- 1 # - 1 (mod n). Here we take the indices 
i-l Of ei-1 mod n. Therefore, ai = zei- 1 x for i#O (mod n). Thus (aj,+ 1, 
ujn+2,.*.t ujn+n-l )=(~~~x,z~~x,...,z~~-~x)for Odj<m-1. 0 
Notation 3.3. Let X=x(zeox)(zelx) .+. (z+‘x) and Y=y(zeox)(ze’x) ... (z+‘x). Let 
p=k+Cl,i eirn-l-i. Then X=zp and Y=zp+l. Let b=gcd(m, p), u=m/b, and let 
O<e<u such that Yb=Xe. 
Definition 3.4. We say that two digraphs are homeomorphic us &graphs if they can be 
obtained from the same digraph by inserting new vertices of inner semidegree one and 
outer semidegree one into its arcs such that the two new arcs have the same direction 
as the one they replace. 
We would like to obtain a characterization of the Hamilton paths in Cay(x, y : G). 
We consider the vertices of the special coset in H(e,,, el, . . . , enm2, d) and replace the 
paths (x, R) and (y, R) emanating from these vertices with the arcs X and Y. This 
allows us to consider the subdigraph H(eo, el, . . . , en_2, d) of Cay(x, y : G) as a di- 
graph homeomorphic to a subdigraph of a Cayley digraph of the cyclic group F with 
generating set {X, Y}. A characterization of these subdigraphs for abelian groups has 
been obtained by Curran and Witte [l]. We assume the reader is familiar with their 
result. We state their result for the Cayley digraph Cay(X, Y: F). The appropriate 
subdigraphs they consider is given in the notation below. 
Notation 3.5. We let H,(d) be the spanning subdigraph of Cay(X, Y: F) in which the 
vertex X- ‘z’ travels by Y, for 0 < i < d, and travels by X, for d< i < m. 
Theorem 3.6 [l, Theorem 7.11. The subdigruph H,(d) in Cay(X, Y: F) is a Hamilton 
path if B,(d) = (0,O). 
The points B,(d) are lattice points in the triangle whose vertices are (0, 0), (b, 0) and 
(e, a). See [l, Notation 3.141 for a complete definition of these points. 
Notation 3.7. Let fi(eo, e,, . . . , enm2, d) be the subdigraph of H(e,,, el, . . . , en_2, d) 
which is obtained by deleting the vertices 1, zeox, zeoxzelx, . .. , zeoxzelx +.. zenm3x. 
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Lemma 3.8. The digraph H (eo, el, . . . , SZ,,_~, d) is a Hamilton path in Cay(x, y : G) ifs 
fi(eo, el, . . . , en_2, d) is a Hamilton path in the subdigraph of Cay(x, y: G) with the 
vertices 1 zeox , 3 zeoxzelx , .. . , zeoxze’x . . - zen- ‘x removed. 
Proof. (*) Suppose H(eo, el, . . . , e,_ 2, d) is a Hamilton path in Cay(x, y : G). Since 
1 9 zeox zeOxze*x 
H(%, kI 
) . .. ) zeoxze*x ***Ze”-3 x are the first n- 1 vertices in the Hamilton path 1 
,...,e,-,,d), H(eO,el,..., e,_ 2, d) is a Hamilton path in the subdigraph of 
Cay(x, y : G) with the vertices 1, zeox, zeoxze’x, . .. , zeoxzelx ... zen- 3x removed. 
(-=) BY replacing the vertices 1, zeox, zeoxze’x, . .. , zeoxzelx ... z’+~x into 
ti(eo, e,, . . . , e,_ 2, d) and allowing the vertex ni:A zejx to travel by z’+x for 
1 <i < n-2 and the vertex 1 to travel by zeox, we obtain the Hamilton path 
H(eo,el,..., e,_z,d) in Cay(x, y: G). 0 
Lemma 3.9. The digraph fi(eo, eI, . . . , enp2, d) is homeomorphic as a digraph to H,(d). 
Proof. First relabel the vertex X-‘z’ by x -lzi for O<i<m in H,(d). On each arc 
Y emanating from xwlzi, for 06i<d, place the vertices x-rz’y, 
X-lZiyZeoX, . . . . X-lZiyZeoX ...Zen-3 x in succession. On the arc X emanating from 
x- ‘zi, for d c i < m, place the vertices x-lzix, x-~z~xz~~x, . . . , x- ‘ziyzeox ... z~“-~x in 
succession. We obtain a subdigraph of Cay(x, y : G) with the vertices 1, 
zeox ,...,zeoxze1x...ze,-3 x deleted in which vertices in the regular coset xi(z) travel by 
zeix for 0 < i < n - 2, and the vertex x - ‘zj travels by y, for 0 <j < d, and travels by x, for 
d<j<m. This is exactly the digraph k(eo,eI ,..., enm2,d). 0 
Theorem 3.10. The subdigraph H(eo, el, . . . , e,_ 2, d) is a Hamilton path in 
Cay(x, y: G) ifB,(d)=(O,O). 
Proof. Combine Lemma 3.8, Lemma 3.9, and Theorem 3.6 together. 0 
As an application of this theorem, we let N(e, a, b) be the number of visible lattice 
points in the interior of the triangle whose vertices are (0, 0), (b, 0), and (e, a). A lattice 
point (x, y) is visible if gcd(x, y)= 1. We view a, b, and e as functions of 
(e0, el, . . . , en_&{O, l}“-1 as in Notation 3.3. 
Corollary 3.11. The number of Hamilton paths in Cay(x, y : G) is C(N(e, a, b)+ l), 
where the sum is taken over all (eo, e,, . . . , en_2)E{0, l}‘-l. 
Proof. The number of visible lattice points in the interior of the triangle whose 
vertices are (0, 0), (b, 0), and (e, a) is one fewer than the number of values of 0 <d < m 
for which &(d)=(O, 0) by [l, Proposition 3.151. Thus the corollary follows from 
Theorem 3.10. 
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4. Hamilton paths occur in groups of at least two 
We show that Hamilton paths occur in groups of at least two in Cay(x, y : G). By 
Theorem 3.10, we need only consider Hamilton paths in Cay(X, Y: F ) where F = (z), 
X=zp, and Y=z p+l. We have zcp+ ‘jb= Yb =Xe=zPe. See Notation 3.3 for the defini- 
tions of p, a, b, and e. Let p. = p/b. Then (p + 1)b = pe (mod ab) implies that p + 1 = pee 
(mod a). Hence e-b =pO ’ (mod a). Thus gcd(e- b, a)= 1 since gcd(p,, a) = 1. So it 
suffices to consider Cayley digraphs Cay(X, Y: F) of cyclic groups F = (X, Y 1 X” = 1, 
Yb=Xe, XY= YX) where gcd(e-b, a)= 1. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose H,(d) is a Hamilton path in Cay(X, Y: F), gcd(e-b, a)= 1, and 
d # b - 1, ub - gcd(e, a). Then either Ho(d - 2) or Ho(d + 2) is a Hamilton path. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, we know that B,(d)=(O, 0). Thus Bo(d- 1)=(x1, yl) and 
Bo(d + 1) =(x2, y2) where (Xi, yi) are nonzero lattice points such that gcd(xi, yi)= 1. 
The triangle T whose vertices (0, 0), (xl, yl), and (x2, yZ) is primitive. A triangle whose 
vertices are lattice points is primitive if the only lattice points contained either in the 
triangle or on the boundary of the triangle are the vertices themselves. A primitive 
triangle has area 3 [2]. Thus area(T)=*(xlyz -xZyl)= 3. Hence xlyz -xzyl = 1. Since 
d#b- 1, ub-gcd(e, a), there are integers dI <d<d, such that B,(d,)=B,(d,)=(O, 0); 
namely the integers b - 1 and ub-gcd(e, a) themselves. 
Note that (x2, y2) is an integral solution to 
xiy-xy, = 1 
satisfying 
ux+(b-e)y<ub, ey d ax, and ~20. (*) 
Consider the point (xl +x2, y, + y,). This point is an integral solution to xly-xy, = 1 
and the slope of the ray emanating from the origin passing through (xl +x2, yl + y2) 
satisfies 
Yl<Yl+Yz<y, 
x1 x1+x2 x*’ 
Let T’ be the triangle with vertices (0, 0), (b, 0), and (e, a). By the definition of the 
points B,(d), the point Bo(d + 1)=(x,, y2) is the unique visible lattice point in T’ 
whose slope yZ/x2 is the least among all the visible lattice points having slope strictly 
greater than yl/xl. Hence, (xl +x2, yl+yZ) lies outside of T’. Thus u(xl+xa)+ 
(b - e)(yl + y2) > ub because (xl + x2, yl + y2) satisfies the conditions ey G ax and 
~20 in (*). Therefore, either u(2x,)+(b-e)(2yl)>ub or u(2x2)+(b-e)(2y,)>ub. 
This implies that either the lattice point (2x1, 2y,) or (2x2, 2y,) lies outside of T’. 
Hence, either Bo(d - 2) = (0,O) or B. (d + 2) = (0,O). By Theorem 3.6, either Ho(d - 2) or 
Ho (d + 2) is a Hamilton path. 0 
Now it may be the case that the only Hamilton paths in CayfX, Y: F) are Ho@-- 1) 
and H&b - gcd(e, a)). By imposing slight restrictions on a, b, and e, it can be assured 
that this is not the case. 
Proof. Let c be the number of lattice points on the boundary of the triangle T’ whose 
vertices are (0, O), (b, 0) and (e, a). Then c= b cgcd(e, a)+ 1 <a + 6. Let f be the 
number of lattice points in the interior of T’. By Pick’s Theorem [2], we have 
c-t-2f-2=2*area(T’)=ab, 
Thus 
2f=ab-c+2>(a--l)(b-l)-t1>2(a-l)i-1. 
Hence, f 2 a -3. Since there are at most a - 1 lattice points contained in the interior of 
T’ that lie on the same ray emanating from the origin, there are at Least wo distinct 
rays emanating from the origin passing through a lattice point in the interior of T’. 
Hence, there exists b- 1 <d<ab-gcd(e, a) such that &(d)=(O, 0). By Theorem 3.4, 
Ho(d) is a Hamilton path. 
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